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Telcos’ AGR Dues

Adjusted Gross Revenue (AGR): Bharti Airtel and

Vodafone Idea

The Supreme Court confirmed the government

assessment of AGR that telecom companies need

to pay.

The Apex Court reserved its order on how much

time they’ll get to do so.

The two companies offered to pay the money in

15 years while the government stood by its

proposal to give them 20 years.



The court affirmed the government’s

calculations and rejected lower assessments

made by the companies themselves.

The bench had said the government’s 20-year

window was “unrealistic” and prodded the telcos

to come up with a shorter timetable.

Vodafone: “Whatever we earned was washed

away in expenses”

The bench sought details of companies that are

facing proceedings under the Insolvency and

Bankruptcy Code (IBC) in seven days.



PM Modi – Arvind Krishna

Video conference call.

IBM has committed to increase investments in India.

IBM has over 100,000 employees in India working for

its global operations as well as the local market. In

fiscal year 2019, IBM India reported revenues of $3.8

billion.

The commitment comes a week after Modi held a

similar video call with Google CEO Sundar Pichai.

Google announced a $10 billion investment into India

over the next 5-7 years, including a $4.5 billion

infusion into Jio Platforms in return for a 7.73% stake.



India-born Krishna, who took over as CEO of IBM

in April, also expressed confidence in the PM’s

vision of Aatmanirbhar Bharat (self-reliant India).

Modi said that this was a great time to invest in

India and the country is “welcoming and

supporting” investments taking place in the

technology sector.

While the world is witnessing a slowdown, foreign

direct investment (FDI) inflow is increasing.

Modi and Krishna also explored the possibility of

creating India-specific AIbased tools in the

healthcare sector and development of better

models for disease prediction and analysis.



Issues of data security, cyberattacks, concerns

around privacy, were other areas of discussions.

In order to support government agencies,

healthcare organisations and academic

institutions globally in battling the Covid-19 crisis,

IBM has lent its Artificial Intelligence tool IBM

Watson, along with expertise in Natural Language

Processing from IBM Research, and AI search

capabilities with Watson Discovery.

Modi also told Krishna that the government was

committed to ensuring that the technological shift

towards ‘work from home’ is smooth by

facilitating a conducive infrastructure,

connectivity and regulatory environment.



AI

India’s largest technology firms have had a

surprisingly good pandemic.

Infosys posted a sequential growth in revenue in

rupee terms, buoyed by new large deals, and

outperformed its peers for the second successive

quarter.

TCS, HCL Technologies and Wipro saw a

sequential decline due to pandemic-related

disruption, but all four reported operating profits

ahead of the street’s expectations.



Infosys CEO Salil Parekh expressed confidence in

going digital and cloud computing.

There is a plenty of work for the IT industry in

India.

Artificial intelligence will automate many kinds of

work they perform.

More skilling, inorganic growth through

acquisitions, an increase in the R&D spend to be

better prepared for the pace of technology

change, investing in startups and working closely

with marquee clients on large projects in sectors

that range from BFSI to manufacturing were

considered blue-prints to stay afloat.



They have to alter their hiring, nurture and

reskill talent internally and motivate people to

develop and acquire new skills.

Digital transformation, the cloud, data analytics

and the Internet of Things offer huge

opportunities.

The industry needs new skills and new ways of

doing things so that companies can shift gears to

higher productivity.

Machine learning involves a lot of human labour,

to begin with.



Once that stage is over, machines and their

algorithms can displace a whole lot of middling

human skills.

So, software engineers might need to learn new

skills and unlearn old ones, to grab new

opportunities.



Free Trade Agreements

External Affairs Minister S Jaishankar: FTAs that

India entered into over the years have not been

able to largely serve the country’s economy well

in terms of building its capacities, though all such

pacts are not the same.

The external affairs minister said there are ways

of engaging the world which do not necessarily

have to be “FTA-centric”.

“Look at the state of the economy, look at the

state of the manufacturing then look me in the

eyes and say yes these FTAs have served me well.

You won’t be able to do that,” Jaishankar said.



Noting that India maintains a strong streak of

independence in its foreign policy, he said today

people turn to the country as part of solution, as

it has been a key player in dealing with all major

global issues and challenges like maritime security,

climate change and terrorism.

About China, he said the economies of India and

China were roughly of the same size when the then

prime minister Rajiv Gandhi visited Beijing in

1988.

However, now, China’s economy is about four-and-

half or five times that of India largely due to a

series of reforms the neighbouring country

initiated around 40 years back.



Faceless assessment

Given the encouraging initial results of the

faceless assessment process for income-tax

returns, the Central Board of Direct Tax (CBDT) is

convinced that it is going to be the norm in future.

CBDT chairman Pramod Chandra Mody said the

strength of the new system lies in inherent

anonymity of the taxpayer it allows and objectivity

of the process.

The income-tax department had selected about

58,000 cases for faceless assessment in October

last year.



So far, about 8,000 cases have been disposed of

without making any addition to taxpayers taxable

income.

However, review is required in about 300 cases on

whether additions have been missed or undue

additions have been made.

Further, Mody said that new form of team-based

assessment process would also bring down

litigation and compress the time-frame of

concluding a dispute.
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